Abstract. Categorical combinators [Curien 1986 [Curien /1993 Hardin 1989; Yokouchi 19891 and more recently Au-calculus [Abadi 1991; Hardin and J-&y 19891, have been introduced to provide an explicit treatment of substitutions in the h-calculus. We reintroduce here the ingredients of these calculi in a self-contained and stepwise way, with a special emphasis on confluence properties. The main new results of the paper with respect to Curien [1986/1993], Hardin [1989] , Abadi (19911, and Hardin and L&y [1989] are the following:
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Weak reduction in A-calculus is defined by forbidding reduction under A, that is by forbidding the following &rule: Most implementations of A-calculus based languages "perform" only weak reductions: functions are considered as values, and are only evaluated when arguments are fed in. For instance, weak reduction is powerful enough to evaluate (in normal order) normal forms of closed expressions of basic types in typed functional programming languages like ML or Miranda, as we briefly explain now.
We adopt for simplicity the minimum setting for the discussion to make sense, and assume that the language has only one basic type, and one constant Ir of this basic type. Call weak head normal form a term of the form Ax.a, xa1 .** a,(n 2 0) or *. A term not having one of these forms is of the form ( Ax.a)ba, .--a,(n 2 0). Its leftmost-outermost redex can be reduced by the weak rules (even without the use of ~1. In other words, as long as a weak head normal form has not been reached, leftmost-outermost reduction is weak. Now notice that a closed expression of basic type cannot be a weak head normal form unless it is Ir, since hx.a has a functional type, and xa, --* a,, is open. Hence, the leftmost-outermost evaluation of a closed (and terminating) expression of basic type to * is weak. The relevance of normal reduction to weak head normal form is enhanced by the well-known result, proved using the standardization theorem, that a A-term has a (weak) head normal form iff its normal order reduction reaches a (weak) head normal form.
So far, weak reduction is nice. But it is not confluent. Take a = (,4x.x)x, b = x. Then (Ay.Ax.y)a --) Ax.a (Ay.Ax.y)a + (Ay.Ax.y)b --t Ax.b.
The point is that we have forbidden reduction under A, preventing to further reduce Ax.a, but we have not forbidden substitution under A, which has "frozen" a as a side-effect of the reduction ( Ay. Ax.y)a * Ax.a. Because of the lack of confluence, only special (call-by-value and call-by-name) weak strategies have been studied in the literature (see, e.g., Abramsky [1989] and Ong [1988] ).
We take here our point of departure towards explicit substitutions. In order to "implement" the idea of "no substitution under A", we have to introduce functional closures, that is, pairs consisting of an abstraction
Ax.a and a substitution (b/y). We use (provisionally) the notation ( Ax.aNb/y], and warn the reader that here [ ] does not denote as usual a A-term which is the result of an operation on A-terms, but a new operator of the syntax. We reserve ( } to denote the substitution viewed as an operation from A-terms to A-terms. The substitution process is carried as usual, with the exception that now substitution stops before an abstraction, giving instead rise to a closure. Let us reformulate the above critical pair in this new setting: Usual p may be recovered by introducing a dummy substitution id and writing everywhere ( Ax.a) [id] in place of Ax.a. Alternatively, one may enclose the whole expression a to be evaluated in a closure a [id] . Thus a substitution is either id or a cons, that is, (a/x> * s for some term a and substitution s.
So far, we have a (weak) calculus with "semi-explicit" substitutions, where substitution is explicit in functional closures, but remains an operation on terms, which are defined later. (This setting is also used in Boudol [1994] .) It yields a confluent calculus, as will be shown in Section 2. We take a natural step further, by considering substitution explicitly in the syntax, together with specific rules describing how it is performed. In other words, we decompose /3 into a "formal" rule and rules describing how substitution is performed (see Section 2). Explicit (or semi-explicit) substitutions have another advantage: not only they ensure Church-Rosser in the weak setting, but also they allow to get away with name clashes. Recall that p-reduction may force o-conversions to prevent variable captures. The minimal example of this is: (h~Ay.~)y + Az.y, where cw-conversion Ay.x =(I Az.x has to be performed before the reduction. To be more precise, cu-conversion was needed before substitution of y could be carried under A. But we have precisely prevented such substitutions to be performed: then no clash has to be feared, and no a-conversion has ever to be performed.
In Section 2, we describe two weak calculi of explicit substitutions. The first one, which is weaker than the second, is presented by a conditional theory (in the sense that some inference rules are forbidden, just like 5 above). The second one is a rewriting system in the usual sense. The removal of the restriction on inferences provokes critical pairs, which are solved at the price of adding a new operator: composition of substitutions. We call these two calculi conditional weak, and weak calculus, respectively.
In Section 3, we address strong reduction. Here we have to move from the usual notation of A-calculus to De Bruijn's notation [De Bruijn 1972; 19781, where variable names are replaced by numbers recording their binding depth. Indeed, we do not yet know of any satisfactory treatment of explicit substitution keeping the usual notation of variables. The De Bruijn's notation provides an automatic way of dealing with name clashes, by means of an additional operator, T , and of specific rules for it. The resulting calculus is Au-calculus as considered in Abadi et al. [1991] . In Abadi et al. [1991] , we proved that this calculus is ground confluent, it is confluent on the subset of ground terms. Notice that this subset includes all A-terms, since variables of the A-calculus act as constants in our explicit calculi. We emphasize this by calling metavariables the term and substitution variables. Also, to avoid confusion, we shall reserve "closed" for the usual notion of closed A-term (no free variable) and "ground" for the metavariable free terms/substitution.
Ao-calculus with metavariables has not even the local confluence property. It may be recovered by adding rules, including a surjective pairing rule. We call Aas, the resulting theory. We prove here a negative result which was conjectured in Abadi et al. [1991] : Aosp is not confluent. We adapt the techniques of IUop [1982] and Hardin [1987;  19891 to show our nonconfluence result. The adaptation is two-fold: First, we exhibit a simpler counterexample leading to a simpler proof of nonconfluence of A-calculus + sujective pairing, then we "transfer" this example to Aa-calculus.
In Section 4, we recover full confluence: in order to prevent some critical pairs, we introduce a new operator fi when substitution crosses lambda abstractions. This trick, originally in Hardin and L&y [1989] , not only helps for confluence, but also simplifies proofs of termination, which are very complicated in the case of the previous AI+-calculus. The new calculus, called AEnv in Hardin and Levy [1989] captures the power of the full A-calculus and is named here the confluent Acr-calculus.
The confluence of weak Ap-calculus, the ground confluence of ho-calculus, the nonconfluence of Aas,-calculus are all proved using the same method, which was identified in Hardin [1989] , where it was used for categorical combinators.' We shall describe it now, since it serves as a common nerve to a large part of the paper. It can be formulated for any abstract reduction system (i.e., relation) 3?.
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P.-L. CURIEN ET AL. 5P*, we have u' s&%'t(u') s v, and similarly u" Bf\ u; hence, 9 is confluent.
Suppose conversely that 9 is confluent. Let u s u' and u s u". By confluence of 9, there exists u such that u' % u and u" % U. Then, by assumption, we have: u' =48,tu') %9r (v) and u" z91(o), and the diagram is closed.
q Basic familiarity with A-calculus and term rewriting systems is assumed, but it is not necessary that the reader be acquainted with previous work on explicit substitutions or categorical combinators.
Weak Calculi
In this section, we shall first define the conditional weak Aa-calculus that has no critical pairs, and is thus confluent (2.1). Then, in order to get a standard equational theory, we shall remove the conditions and solve critical pairs at the price of adding a new composition operation on substitutions. The resulting calculus is confluent too (2.3). We shall discuss a name-free version of weak Aa-calculus 2.4. The computing powers of conditional weak ha-calculus and weak ho-calculus are discussed (2.2, 2.5, respectively).
CONDITIONAL Ww<
A~CALCULUS. We first summarize the syntax introduced in Section 1, with the only difference that we accept abstractions as terms, in order to allow A-terms to form a subset of the explicit (conditional weak) calculus.
Terms
a ::= xlxlablAx.ala[s], Substitutions s ::= xlidl(a/x) * s.
x and x are term and substitution (meta) variables. A term of the form a[s] is called a closure. The variables x of A-calculus act here as constants, or "labels". The terms and substitutions of the above syntax are called ha,-terms, or conditional weak Au-terms. We define the conditional weak theory in Figure 1 .
It is best to point out which inference rules are not included in the system: we do not allow reduction under A, nor reduction in the term part a of a closure aIs]. The last restriction is actually the only important one, because it prevents any critical pairs. The following result also holds when reduction under A is allowed. PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Au, iv confluent.
PROOF. There are no critical pairs. Thus, the system is orthogonal in an extended sense, which is defined and studied in Maranget [1991] . The reader may want to work out a direct proof by defining a notion of parallel reduction in the most obvious way, and by showing that the diamond property holds for this parallel reduction. 0
COMPUTING POWER OF CONDITIONAL WEAK ~-CALCULUS.
Conditional weak Aa-calculus is powerful enough to compute (in normal order) weak head normal forms of terms a[id] whenever a A-term a has a weak head normal form. So it can be used to compute normal forms of closed expressions of basic type of, say ML, as quoted in the introduction.
We shall prove this in two stages: In this subsection, we show that the conditional weak normal order strategy (defined below), if it terminates, does terminate with a weak head normal form (defined below). In 3.3, we shall show that this strategy terminates if and only if a naturally associated weak head normal strategy in classical A-calculus terminates.
We first remark that the rules are too poor to evaluate any conditional weak Au-term. Suppose for example that we start with (Ax.a)b.
The root is not a Beta'redex, so it cannot be reduced. If we start with (( Ax.a) 
then the restriction on inferences disallows the reduction of (( Ax.a)[s])b, so the only choice is the reduction of the root. The reduct (( Ax.a) [sl[t] )b (t] is not a Beta'-redex, and, worse, cannot become a Beta'-redex (this will be remedied to in the next subsection). These examples justify that we focus on a restricted syntax in order to make operational sense of the conditional weak Acr-calculus.
We first specify normal order evaluation by the following set of rules:
Then we specify a restricted syntax (we make use of an auxiliary syntax: A-terms!) 
s 2 a'M[sl, then the result follows by induction.
We now prove the second part of the statement, also by induction on the size of a, and by cases on the structure of Q.
( s is a weak head normal form. 0 2.3. WEAK ha-CALCULUS. Our next step is to remove the restrictions to the inference rules in the previous theory. The resulting system admits one critical pair, which we now examine:
The rules introduced so far do not allow to solve this critical pair. We cannot even recognize a Be&-redex at the end of the second reduction. This suggests to introduce a composition operation and "associativity" rules. So we now assume that if s, t are substitutions, then s 0 t is also a substitution, and we add to the theory the following rules:
This allows to continue the two branches: What is now missing is a distribution rule:
Also, the superposition of Vurld and C/OS yields a critical pair, which can be solved if the left identity rule is added to the system:
ides +s.
Collecting all this material, we now have the following syntax: The proof of confluence is more involved than in the conditional weak system, due to the presence of critical pairs. Parallelization cannot be used right away (the problem is with the associativity rules, see Hardin [1989] ). We shall make use of the interpretation method. We divide the theory Aa, in two parts: the rule Beta' on one side, and the set a, of all the other rules on the other side.
The confluence proof relies on three lemmas, the two first of which have an interest of their own. LEMMA 2.3.1. q, is confluent and strong& normalizing.
PROOF. Local confluence is easily checked. Strong normalization is established using a rpo (recursive path ordering) [Dershowitz 1982; Kamin and L&y 19801 , based on "[ 1" and " 0 " with an equal precedence, greater than the application and ".".
•I
We shall denote m,,,(f) the U.-normal form of f, where f stands for a term or a substitution (and shall proceed similarly with subsequent calculi). It is easy to check that the form of q-normal forms is: Next we define the following reduction Is, between a-,-normal forms: let f%g when f Brd -f' and a,( f'> = g, for some f'. The ground a.-normal forms are exactly the semi-explicit A-terms of Boudol [1994] , and it is easily checked that on ground terms /I, is exactly the weak notion of p reduction considered by Boudol[1994] . We can use the parallelization method to prove the confluence of &. PROOF. We shall abbreviate q,, into CT in the proof. We define the following relation * on terms/substitutions in a-normal form:
It is clear that 5 G * G s* . Thus, it is enough to show that = satisfies the diamond property. We have to prove that if f * f' and f * f", then {y;a;end f" =$ g for some g. We prove this by induction on the size of f, and . If f=ab, ab=,db', and ab*a"b", where a-a', b=b', a*a" and b e b", then by induction there exists u"' and b"' such that, a' * a"', a" * u"', b' * 6"' and b" =$ b" ; hence, a'b' * a"'b'" and a"b" * a"'b".
If f = (a/x) + s or f = (hx.a)[s], then we reason as in the previous case. If f= X[s]orf= x0 s, then reductions take place in s, and the result also follows by induction.
We are left with two cases, where
, where a * u", b 9 b" and t * t". By induction, there exist a"', b'" and t"' such that, a' = d", a" * u"', b' * b"', b" * b"', t' = t"', and t" j t'". We can conclude using the following claim: . Zft * t' and s * s', then a(t 0 sl 9 act' 0 s').
We prove the two parts of the claim together, by induction on the size of f, where f is either a or f, and by cases on the last inference rule used to derive a =j a' or t * t'. We do not handle the reflexivity case f * f explicitly: but the reader may check that the proof also deals with this case. 
and dt, 0 s) 3 a(( 0 s'), whence the result; (8) The case t = x is similar to the case a = X; (9) If t = id, then t' = id, and u(t 0 s) = s 3 s' = act' 0 s'); (10) The case t = (a,/~). t, is similar to the case a = a,a,; (11) The case r = x0 t, is similar to the case a = x [t,] . o
PROOF. The statement is obvious if f zf'. We need only to concentrate on Beta'. The proof is by induction on (depth( f ), size( f )) (see Proposition 3.4.2). We omit the case inspection, which is similar to (and simpler than) the case inspection for the proof of Proposition 3.4.2. 0 PROPOSITION 2.3.5. Au, is confluent.
PROOF. By the interpretation lemma of Section 1 and previous lemmas. 0 2.4. NAMEFREE WEAK AU-CALCULUS. We define now an entirely "isomorphic" name-free version of weak Au-calculus. We could do it as well for conditional weak Au-calculus. We refer to Abadi et al. [1991] and Curien [1986 Curien [ /1993 for a smooth introduction to De Bruijn's notation. The idea is to replace variable names by a natural number recording their binding height. These natural numbers lend themselves to a very simple operational interpretation: they correspond to a position in an environment.
After these short hints, we now present the following namefree syntax for weak Au-calculus:
Substitutions s ::= xlidla * s(s 0 t (where n ranges over nonzero natural numbers) and the following corresponding rewriting system:
In order to formulate the "isomorphism" between weak Au-calculus and its name-free version, we need to define a translation from Au-calculus to the name-free weak calculus.
We suppose that the variables of the A-calculus are denumerable and enumerated by the sequence x1 **. x, a.. . The translation function takes a term u and a finite list of variables L (which we denote as a word), and yields a namefree term aL. L is called the formal enuironment of the translation.
The translation uses an auxiliary function 1, defined on substitutions. It determines the "output" formal environment of a substitution, to be used in the translation of a closure or a substitution.
Hid) = E
(the empty word)
Here is the translation:
We have purposedly translated Aa rather than the legal weak terms ( AuWs], the translation of which can be recovered by first translating ha, and then s. In this way, our translation is ready for use in the strong setting of Section 3. We have translated only ground terms, but the translation extends straightforwardly to all terms by setting X, = x and xL = x. As an example, the reader may check that (Ax,.x,x,) , is A (13). The total correspondence between weak Au-calculus and namefree weak Au-calculus is given by the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let f be a weak Au-term/substitution. If f weakly reduces to g, then fL weakly reduces to g,. If fL weak& reduces to h, then there e&s a unique weak Au-term g such that f weakly reduces to g and h = g,.
PROOF. We do not give all the details, but choose sample cases.
(1) Weak normal Au reduction 2 is defined by:
(sos')os" J%~(S'~S").
We adapt from Proposition 2.2.1 the definition of weak head normal. A term in weak head normal form is a term of the form (Aa) [s] or "a, **. a,. A substitution is in weak head normal form if it is either id or cons, that is, if it is not a composition. We first show that reductions may stop only on weak head normal forms.
P.-L. CWRIEN ET AL. PROPOSITION 2.5.1. Let f be a weak Au-term, not in weak head normal form. Then there is always some f' such that f 2% f '.
PROOF. We prove the statement by induction on the size of f, and by cases on the definition of w", . Clearly, we need to consider only the inference cases.
(1) Iff= ab is not a Be&-redex, then a cannot be a weak head normal form, since f is not a weak head normal form. The result follows by induction; (2) If f = 1[ s is neither a V&d nor a I&Cons redex, then s is not a weak 1 head normal form, and the result follows by induction.
Of course, this proof works because each term and substitution which is not in weak head normal form matches one (and only one) of the rules defining 5. 0
In order to evaluate a A-tern (in De Bruijn notation), one has to replace all abstraction subterms Au by ( Aa) [id] . We leave the reader check that for all ground Au-terms a, a =-a[rif] is provable (cf. claim in Lemma 3.2.2 and second claim in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3).
Thus, we have slightly different way of encoding a A-term a to run 2 or 223 : for cw", , we start from a[id], for 3 we start from a' built from a as described in the previous paragraph. These differences are inessential. The reader may check that the only uses of Clos in a reduction form a' will be on terms of the form (
The interest of 5 is to allow for code optimizations: one can imagine, before running a normal order evaluation, to reduce some parts a of the code in closures a [s] . Take for instance a = (( Aa,)[id])a,. Then we can first reduce a to ul[a2 . id], and run J% on u,[a2. idl [s] . Thus, the "full power" of Clos and J% will be used.
A u-Calculus
We complete the description of (namefree) Au-calculus by adding a new operator T with allows to handle substitutions under A (3.1), and recall basic properties of Au-calculus established in Abadi et al. [1991] . We then connect Au-calculus with classical p reduction and a-conversion (3.2). We come back to weak reduction and prove the completeness of the normal order strategies investigated in 2.2 and 2.5 (3.3). Finally we prove a nonconfluence result (3.4).
3.1. A GROUND CONFWENT STRONG CALCULUS. De Bruijn's notation allows a mechanical treatment of a-conversion. One introduces a new operation on top of the namefree calculus of 2.4, namely 7, which is a constant substitution, introduced by the following rule:
(Ads] --+ Atab -(s 0 t )I).
We refer to De Bruijn [1972] for the original discussion, and to Abadi et al. [1991] for quite extensive informal operational explanations. We briefly justify it here from a different perspective through typechecking.
In has type A + B in context I (the context assigns types to free variables). When substitution crosses A, it goes into the context of a, which is A, r. Let A be the context of s, and let s' be s after it has crossed A, Then we have to construct s' as "going from A, A to A, I". We have that 1 "goes from A, A to A" (the type of the first variable of the context). t becomes less mysterious when we call it second projection, "going from A, A to A". The composition of s and t "goes from A, A to F". Finally, putting things together, we have that s' = 1 . (s 0 t ) "goes from A, A to A, I"'. Once t has been introduced, there is no more need for an infinite provision of natural numbers, we can encode 2 by l[ r 1, etc.. . We shall assume these encodings implicitly in the rest of the section (in particular we do not change the name of ShijKons).
Now we present the syntax of Au-calculus:
Substitutions s ::= xlidl~ )a -SIS 0 t.
The theory Au is defined in Figure 3 . The subtheory consisting of all the rules except Beta is called u. The terms and substitutions of the above syntax are called Au-terms. The system u is confluent and strongly normalizing. The proof of strong normalization actually goes back to Hardin and Laville [1986] , in the setting of categorical combinators. Recently, a different proof was found [Curien et al. 19921 . The ground terms in normal form are the classical A-terms (module the translation to De Bruijn's calculus, see next subsection; see also Proposition 4.4.3).
The theory Au is ground confluent [Abadi et al. 19911 . The method used is the interpretation method (cf. Section 1). We shall investigate the problem of confluence without the restriction to ground terms in 3.4, and in Section 4. For the time being, we just point at where the restriction to ground terms appears crucial for the confluence of Au-calculus.
One o,f the three key pieces of the interpretation method consists in proving u(a) % u(b) whenever a % b. Here /? is defined on u-normal forms as one Beta step followed by u-normalization. p is well named, since for ground terms it coincides with classical p reduction, as we shall see in the next section.
Consider the case where a = ((Aa,)a,) [s] and b = aI[az * idlCs1. Easy calculations yield: u(a) 2 u(a, [uJs] . (s 0 id)]). But, for ground terms, one can prove u(s 0 id) = u(s) (cf. claim in Lemma 3.2.2 and second claim in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3). So the right hand side is u(b).
In contrast, when substitution metavariables are present, (+(x0 id) = x0 id #,x = u(x); hence, this rule must be explicitly added to the system. This discussion will be pursued in 3.4.
Q-CONVERSION AND P-REDUCTION.
We pause a moment and prove in detail that ha-calculus really implements /3, and that De Bruijn's notation acts as a quotient with respect to a-conversion.
Let us define the set of A-terms in De Bruijn notation (De BrzQn terms, for short) as the subset of terms generated by the clauses Terms a ::= nlablha.
We need a closer look at the explicit definition of /3 given at the end of last section. We defined p as one Beta step followed by a-normalization.
It is not immediate from this definition that /3 is a congruence: this needs a proof. 
We shall denote (provision&y) this relation with & .
PROOF.
The proof is by induction on the structure of a. Suppose a = uluZ and a + a'. If the Beta step takes place at the root, then a + 'u' by definition. If the Beta step takes place in a,, then we have a Beta\ ~;a,, with ~&~a,> = II'. We have ~(u~u,> = (T(u~)u,, since a2 is a a-normal form. And by induction, a, + ~(a;) implies a, +'&a',), which in turn by definition implies uluz +' a(u',>u, = a'. The converse direction and the abstraction case are shown in the same way. 0
We have already defined in 2.4 a translation from named syntax to unnamed syntax, which a fortiori translates A-terms to De Bruijn terms.
We shall need a technical lemma. We write n(s) as a shorthand for 1 . (s 0 t) (this abbreviation will become a fruitful new operation in the next section), and fl '(s) for $ ( fl (s)), etc. LEMMA 3.2.2. Let a be a A-term. Zf L' has length n and z G F'V(u), then UL'ZL =D UL'J b "( t )I.
The proof is by induction on the structure of u. The variable case is handled by easy a-calculations. The application case follows by application of the rule App. The abstraction case a = ALU' is almost as easy. We have (Ax.u')~~~ = Auk,,,. By induction we have: u>L,rL =(I uiLtL[ fl "+I( t 11. Thus, by Abs, we have
This concludes the proof. The previous proposition, appropriately formulated, holds more widely for all grounds Aa-terms. In the following proposition j3 denotes the classical /I-reduction [Barendregt 19741 and 13, the reduction defined in Lemma 3.2.1. Of course, the interesting case is: a = Ay.u'. We shall omit the other cases, which are handled like in Proposition 2.4.1. Recall the (quite involved) definition of substitution in this case. Putting together, and replacing zxZL by its value, we obtain that u'(z/y~(b/x~zL is u-equal to ukrzL [2 * id][b,, * id]. We shall now apply Lemma 3.2.2 twice, to replace ubxZL. by a&L 0 fi ( 9 ( j' )> and brL by bJ T]. We are reduced to check the following equality:
which follows by easy computations. Finally, we consider the cy-axiom ALU = Ay.u(y/x}, where y 6 W(u). Using the claim, we have:
Since y is not free in a, we get: u,,,[y,, . id] =g u,Jfl(T 111 * id]. We have: fl(t)o(l *id) =,l -id, so we are reduced to the following claim, which we formulate with a suitable induction load: CLAIM 3.2.5. If a is a De Bmijn term, then a[ fl "(1 . t 11 =U a (for any n).
We prove the statement by induction on the structure of a. We have already proved the "if' part of the second part of the statement.
(1) (2) (3) If a = n, then take b = x, where x is the nth element of L. Moreover, b is the only term such that b, = a; hence, the second part of the statement holds vacuously; If a = u1a2, then b, a', and d' must all be applications, and the result follows immediately by induction, remarking that if L has length at least 6(a,u,), then it has a fortiori length at least 6(q) and 8(a,); If a = Aii and L satisfies the conditions of the statement relatively to a, then we choose x not occurring in L. By induction, there exists 6' such that blL = ii, whence we get a = ( Ax.b'),. We now prove the second part of the statement for this case. If bL = AZ, then b' = Ax.@, for some x and hii and similarly b" = Ay.&", for some y and 6". Hence, & = Z and b = a'. We choose a variable z not occurring free in b' nor in b". Then crL= Az.bl(z/x) is such that clr, = a by Proposition 3.2.3. Similarly, CL = a, where c" = Az.p(z/y).
Set Z' = p(z/x) and 7 = z"(z/y). Then, by induction, c' =n c", since ZkL = CiL = a. Putting the pieces together, we get: b' =d c' -(I c" '= b"* 378 P.
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Notice that the claim can be formulated and proved more generally for all ground Au-terms. We omit the proof, which is similar to the proof of 3.2. Using the claim, we get 
COMPLETENESS OF WEAK NORMAL STRATEGIES.
In this section, we complete the results of 2.2 and 2.5 by showing that the weak computation strategies of these sections reach weak head normal forms whenever such weak head normal forms exist in the sense of classical A-calculus. We first recall the (weak) normal order strategy in A-calculus. PROPOSITION 3.3.1. For any weak (conditional weak) Au-tern a, the 2 evaluation of u(u) terminates (with 6) iff the J% evaluation ( 2% evaluation) of a terminates (with u' such that o(a') = b).
PROOF. We prove the statement for 3 , the proof being similar for 2 . The statement follows from the following claim, the precise formulation and the proof of which we leave to the reader: It follows from the claim, and from the strong termination $fB u, that any infinite 2 reduction from a would result in an infinite -reduction from u(u), which ends the proof. And here comes the "harmful" critical pair at (Au) [id] , which suggests to add:
from which we arrive to sujective pairing, because of the critical pair at We obtain a locally confluent theory, which we shall call Aasp, and which is described in Figure 4 .
We devote the rest of this subsection to show that Aasp is not confluent (it can be shown that it is still ground confluent).
We use once more the interpretation method, to reduce the nonconfluence in the ha-calculus to the nonconfluence of a reduction system on c+-normal forms, which behaves like A-calculus extended with surjective pairing. We need to extend Lemma 3.2.1. LEMMA 3.4.1. The following properties hold:
(1) The set of u-normal form is closed under Id, IdR, VarShifs, and SCons reductions. (2) The statement of Lemma 3.2.1 holds for any tevn/substitution, extending the definition of --) ' accordingly.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the structure of f. We carry an additional load in the induction: if f --) g where + is a Beta, Id, IdR, VarShif or SCons step, and if f is not a cons, then g is not a cons. We consider only the new cases with respect to Lemma 3.2.1. We do not give all the details. (2) f is a composition. Since it is a a-normal form, it can only have one of the two following forms:
(a> f = t 0 s. The only case where the root could be rewritten is s = id, but this is impossible since f is a c+-normal form (the instance ShifiId of IdR is part of a>. Hence the reduct of f has the form t 0 s', where s + s'. By induction, s' is a a-normal form which is not a cons, since s is not a cons. So the only possibility left for the reduct not to be a a-normal for is: s' = id. This could only happen either if s is a VarShifi or Scorn redex, which is impossible since s is not a cons, or if s = id 0 id, which is impossible since id 0 id is also an IdL redex. Thus, t 0 s' is a a-normal form, and is not a cons. PROOF. We show this by induction on (depth( f >, size( f I>, where the depth of f is the maximal length of a cr derivation from f, and the size is the number of nodes in the tree representation of f. We proceed by cases on the form of f.
We prove all the four parts of the siatement simultaneously. We shall content ourselves with writing f + g, u(f) + a(g) when our argument is the same for all four cases. 
Thus, by definition of j3, we have: u(f) 5 a(g).
(4) f = a * s. We proceed similarly to the application case:
(a) The reduction takes place in a or s, say in a; Thus, g = a' * s and a + a'. Applying induction to a, we get u(a) + u(a'). We conclude similarly to the application case, noticing that u(a es) = u(a) -u(s); (b) The reduction takes place at the root. It can only be a VarShift or a SCons redex:
VarShiff. Then f = 1 . t , g = id. The result follows obviously from a(f) = f and a(g) = g.
SCons. Then a = l[s'], s = t 0 s' and g = s'. We have three cases:
(iii) a(~') = a' -s". Then u(f) = u(g).
(5) f is a composition:
(a) f = t 0 s. There are two cases: (i) s --, s' and g = t 0 s'. By induction, we have u(s) 5 u(s'). We distinguish three cases.
(A) u(s) is not a cons and is different from id. Then u(f) = t 0 u(s) 5 f 0 a(~') = a( t 0 u(s')) (notice the equality, which follows from Lemma 3.4.1) which proves this case, since I+( t 0 ds')) = UC t 0 s') = u(g); (B) u(s) = id. Then, u(s) = id follows from u(s) 5 a(~').
Hence, u(f) = id = u(g). (C) u(s) = a -t. There are three cases: u(s') = a' -t' and t 5 t'. Then we conclude u(f) 5 u(g), since u(f) = t and u(g) = t'.
Th is case is handled like the case f = (s" 0 s') 0 s;
. There are three cases: 
?x[l[xo(CB-s')].(t ~(x~(CB~s')))J --) x[xo(CB-s')]
=A, and %CB;CA (since B:A).
We show that A and C,A cannot have a common reduct, whatever is s. A fortiori, this will show that the reduction is not confluent. We proceed by contradiction, and suppose that a common reduct exists for some s. Let K be a common reduct of minimum size (relatively to every s). We analyze all possible reductions of CA to K. We shall denote by 0 substitution occurrences which are irrelevant to the proof. It is not meant that they are all equal, they are just "black boxes".
First C and A are reduced independently. Let us examine the reductions from C: 'Ibe derivation from X[X 0 (A' * q )I to K can only reduce A' and 0 independently: notice that the topmost tolls node can never become the root of a SCons redex, since a reduct of A' always begins with X. Hence, K has the form XIX 0 (K' . q )]. But then K' is a reduct of A, and a fortiori of C,. A, which has a smaller size than K: contradiction.
Thus, we may assume that the independent reduction of C stops with This is the only way in which the reduction can proceed, as follows from the following observations. . id]). q can be a SCons redex either. To show this, we observe that the reduct of a SCons redex which is in u normal form must have the form T 0 .*. 0 t 0x0 IJ. Hence, if the root is rewritten using SCons during the reduction from a(C"[ A' * id]) . 0, the end point of the derivation must have the form t 0 *** 0 7 ox 0 q , which cannot match a reduct of (A' . q 1.
Hence, the derivation must reduce A', (r(C"[A' . id]) and the two "black box" substitutions independently. But observe that Q is a common red:ct of A and C,,,. A. We conclude as in the previous case by noticing that Q -+ K' for some subterm K' of K. We obtain again a contradiction to our size assumption, and this completes the proof. CI Remark 3.4.4. The counterexample used in proof of the last proposition suggested [Curien and Hardin 19941 a counterexample for A-calculus extended with surjective pairing, leading to a simpler proof of nonconfluence than the proofs known so far [Klop 1982; Hardin 19891 . The counterexample is:
where D is pairing and D,, D, are the projections.
We are now able to prove the main result of the subsection. Au.~, is not confluent.
PROOF. By the interpretation lemma of Section 1, and the previous lemmas. 0
The Confluent Aa-Calculus
In this section, we consider a confluent version of AC-calculus, initially in Hardin and Levy [1989] , called the Au,,-calculus, or the confluent Acr-calculus for simplicity. In addition to being confluent, this calculus presents the particularity that a rather simple proof of termination of the substitution rules could be found for it, in contrast to the situation with categorical combinators or IT. We introduce the syntax and the rules (4.1) of hat-calculus, we show the termination of the set of substitution rules (4.2), and the confluence of the full theory ha, (4.31, by a technique which is different from the interpretation method. We end by showing that ha,,-calculus relates well to the classical A-calculus (4.4). la .s(s 0 tlfl(s>.
The confluent ha-calculus AaR is defined by the rules given in Figure 5 . C, is the rewriting system obtained by removing the rule (Beta) from the system Au,.
Remark that this system takes care of full De Bruijn's notation. Variables of the calculus are represented by any n instead of 1[ t "I. We could have followed the treatment that we adopted in previous sections. Nothing would have been changed for the results. Rules of the new calculus would have been less numerous, since we could have then erased rules v&h$I, I/arShifif, WarCons, Rr/arLifil, RVarLifi2. Proofs are simply more difficult when taking n for any n.
The system is rather robust: rules for additional data types are possible. We take the instance of pairs, with a pairing operator (arity 2) and two projections Fst and Snd (arity 1) and we add the rules described in Figure 6 . This data type could have been tuples or lists instead. It can be proved that the confluence and termination properties still hold for this extension. PROOF.
The proof follows the usual technique using polynomial interpretations for proving termination of rewriting systems. First, it is easy to check that P,(a) 2 P&a') implies P,(C[a]) 2 P,(C[a']> for any context C[ I. Similarly for s. This is because polynomials are considered for values of variables greater than 1. Now, let us prove that the left hand sides of any rule of our system have a weight L greater than the corresponding one R of the right hand sides. We have to check every rule which is not a simplification rule and it will be simpler in this proof to identify terms a and the weights P,(a). 
APP
P2 is strictly akctusing on all the rules but (Lambda), on which PROOF. As previously, if P,(a) > P,(a'), then P,(C[a]) > P,(C[a']) for every context C[ I. Now, we use the same notations as for P,. We work by cases on the rules: 
3. CONFLUENCE. Now we address the confluence of the full theory ha,. We shall use a general lemma coined in Yokouchi and Hikita [1988] .
LEMMA 4.3.1. Let .5Y and 9 be two relations defTned on the same set X, 9 being conjluent and strongty norm&zing, and 9 uerifiing the diamond property, that is, such that the following diagram holds, for any f, g, h in X (us usual, dashed arrows mean: "there erists k such that . . . ): I S Suppose moreouer that the following diagrum holds:
Then the relation 9*9'* is confluent. PROOF. The strong confluence of Betall is obvious since Beta by itself is a left linear system with no critical pairs [Huet 1980; Huet and L&y 19911. We check the second diagram. When the two steps from f to g and from f to h do not overlap (more technically do not make a critical pair), the lemma is easy since the system is left linear (i.e., without two occurrences of a same variable on left-hand side of rules) [Huet 1980; Huet and Levy 19911 . So we have to inspect every critical pair (in a sense slightly different from the standard one since Beta11 is a parallel reduction). Since a strict subexpression of a Betull redex can never overlap with a (T,, redex, it is sufficient to work by cases on the derivation from f to h. We pause to compare the technique used in this section to prove the confluence of Aar to the interpretation method which we used to show the confluence of weak Au-calculus (or ground Au-calculus [Abadi et al. 19911) . The order of the reduction in the conclusion of Lemma 2.3.4 is: Beta followed by u normalization, followed by Beta . . . The order of the reductions indicated by the bottom line of the second picture of Lemma 4.3.1 is: some steps of u, followed by some steps of Beta, followed by some steps of u . . . The interpretation method relates better the classical calculus to the various explicit calculi. But, for the purpose of confluence, the method used in Section 4.3 seems more direct: in the interpretation method, one has still to prove that the interpreted relation is confluent (cf. Lemma 2.3.21, while here some magic of diagrams is at work.
Since we want to relate the classical A-calculus to the confluent Au-calculus, we shall also consider the interpretation method for the confluent Au-calculus, but we shall not give all the details.
Like in Au, we prove that it is possible to identify De Bruijn terms and ground terms in ur -normal form, and that P-derivations correspond to one Beta step followed by u,-normalization.
Moreover, we prove that, for any derivation of a ground term a to b, there is a corresponding P-derivation from u&d to u,(b).
First, we describe the set of ground at-normal forms. 
PROOF
(1) The proof is by induction on the structure of the substitution s. We have only to examine the case s = s, 0 s2. We have:
(a> s, # a * s,, (otherwise, s would be a MapEnv redex); (b) sI + s,~ 0 s12 (otherwise, s would be a AssEnc redex); (c) if s1 = f ", then n must be equal to 1 and s2, which is in ur(hu~) by induction, can only be 7 P (otherwise, s would be a ShiftCons or ShiftLift or ShiftLift redex); (d) if s, = I(s,, ), then s2 can only be f n (otherwise, s would be a Lift2 or Lift2 redex).
(2) We prove, by induction on the structure, that a term a in ur (Au1p) cannot contain any substitution. Let )3 R be defined on A-terms by: a 3 b iff a 3 c and b = uR (c). We prove the counterpart of the first statement of Proposition 3.2.3, namely that /3 and P,, may also be identified. It is convenient to use yet another definition of P-reduction (in abstract notation) which was proposed by De Bruijn, and used later on in works on categorical combinators. When performing the substitution, we count how many A nodes we cross between the occurrence of the redex and the occurrence currently reached: when getting a{n + b), we crossed (n -1) A nodes. Now in order to avoid capture, when meeting a De Bruijn number that has to be substituted, we have to update De Bruijn numbers of the substituted term. t;(b) says that b will be placed under n A's. t,"(c) is obtained after crossing i A between the root of the substituted term and its occurrence.
First, we state that this notion of @reduction is not exotic with respect to what we have developed so far (3.2). Note that c = C[u + ut(a,[az *id])]. Since a is an at-normal form, the replacement of the Beta-redex by the at-normal form of its reduct cannot create u, -redexes at prefix occurrences. Therefore, we only have to prove that a,{1 + a,] = a,(a,[a, * idl).
We prove the following equality for any terms a and b and for any n: 
